Angela Mitropoulos offers an important reminder that the quarantines, lockdowns, and restrictions on movement that states have enforced in response to the COVID-19 pandemic cannot be understood as the strict application of scientifically determined prescriptions; rather, these measures have been exercised through specific institutions that sustain what bell hooks calls "imperialist white supremacist capitalist patriarchy" ([@bib1]: 4). Specifically, these quarantine measures are fundamentally contingent upon established technologies of governance (such as property, the household, the gendered labour of social reproduction, the nation, borders, the police, and state sovereignty) that have been employed to shield the lives of some by endangering those of others along existing axes of structural inequality. The quarantine and lockdown measures taken in response to COVID-19 would thereby fit Ruth [@bib6]: 247) definition of racism as "the state-sanctioned and/or extralegal production and exploitation of group-differentiated vulnerability to premature death." And, insofar as these measures are also enacted and enforced through colonial institutions and legal systems, we might think of the particular form that this quarantine has taken as a *racial colonial quarantine*. A pandemic response would presumably be organized much differently in the absence of the racial and colonial logics of the present. But racial colonialism capitalism and heteronormative patriarchy have always been fiercely and creatively resisted by those who assert contrapuntal logics ([@bib10]) or radically different ways of living together. This leads one to ask not only whether another pandemic politics is possible, but how people are already taking action to ensure their collective health and well-being in ways that prefigure antiracist, abolition, queer, socialist, anarchist, and/or decolonized futures.

Solomon Hsiang, a public-policy scholar at the University of California, Berkeley, has speculated that no other human endeavour "has ever saved so many lives in such a short period of time" as the quarantine and lockdown actions taken by states in recent months ([@bib7]). While I may not be as emphatic as Hsiang on this point, I have no doubt that these measures have saved the lives of many, especially if we assume (as Hsiang appears to) that the alternative was to take no specific action at all. In fact, considering how seemingly indifferent states have been in the face of the numerous other compounding crises of the present, it came as somewhat of a surprise to see these same states shut down large sectors of their economies to curtail the transmission of this disease rather than merely accepting its spread and the accompanying death count as a regrettable cost of business as usual. Nevertheless, as Mitropoulos stresses, there is nothing preordained about the quarantine that makes it the natural or most effective response to a highly infectious disease such as COVID-19. Mitropoulos\'s intervention is especially pertinent in a context where political leaders frequently defer to "the science," as if data collection can provide a clear roadmap with which the pandemic can be navigated, or as if statistical modelling can offer objective answers to thorny questions such as: What is an acceptable level of risk?; whose bodies should be exposed to that risk?; and, under which conditions are such risky exposures deemed necessary? Despite suggestions that the quarantine and lockdown measures enacted in response to COVID-19 are a politically benign policy informed purely by science, they are in fact a thoroughly political strategy.

But I am less interested in the question of "quarantine for or against?" than in the question of "quarantine how and to what effect?" When we pose these questions, it becomes apparent that the lockdown measures have operated in a manner that insulate some by exposing others, and do so along existing axes of structural inequality -- namely race, class, gender, and citizenship. In other words, the quarantine is a logic which determines whose bodies are shielded from risk, or "immunized" ([@bib4]), by the bodies of others. In this regard, today\'s quarantine bears an unsettling resemblance the measures enacted during the Plague. As described by [@bib5]: 195), the quarantine in seventeenth century Paris confined most to their homes while a select few "people of little substance" known as "the crows" were essentially "left to die" as they performed the necessary labour of carrying the sick, burying the dead, cleaning, and performing other "vile and abject offices." Today\'s "essential workers" -- a workforce composed disproportionately of racialized people, migrants, women, and the precariously employed -- must similarly place their own health at risk to ensure those sheltered in their households have the supplies they require and that spaces are adequately sanitized for the use of others. The quarantine and lockdowns thereby exploit, and serve to consolidate, existing interlocking axes of racial colonial capitalist inequalities. This points to a broader problem which is that collective responses to contemporary crises are often severely hamstrung by, and designed to reproduce, the dominant structures of the society in which we live -- structures that often precipitate the very crisis that they set out to resolve.

Mitropoulos also takes issue with some of the rather bewildering statements made by Giorgio Agamben since the onset of the COVID-19 lockdowns. By trivializing the seriousness of the virus and questioning the need for lockdown measures, Agamben\'s comments seemed to align him closer to the position of Trump and right-libertarians than to any kind of project committed to transformative structural change. Yet, despite the inflammatory and highly questionable rhetoric of Agamben\'s recent statements, it remains vital to heed the state of exception and how it has operated during the COVID-19 pandemic. Indeed, the lockdown measures have been exercised through the temporary suspension of the ordinary operation of things -- the shutting down of capitalist enterprise, the suspension of liberal democratic institutions, the forbidding of public gatherings, the closing of borders, and restrictions on movement. But, it is not only the exception to which we must remain attentive; equally telling is that which is exempt from the exception, such as those workers whose labour was not suspended, deemed "essential" not only to the functioning of the healthcare system, but also to the social reproduction of those sheltered in place. Efforts to create virus-free "bubbles" for affluent tourists or professional athletes offer another example of the exception to the exception. And, likewise, Donald Trump\'s exemption from wearing a mask effectively creates an immunity bubble around his own body -- one that requires others to sterilize every toilet he sits on, and to screen every person who might enter into his orb. The COVID-19 lockdown thus operates through multiple overlapping states of exception and exceptions to the exceptions, each attached to specific bodies but not others.

Of course, we must not forget that the state and capitalist economy are themselves born in a state of exception -- the violent acts of dispossession and genocide that suspend any pretext of the rule of law in order to establish precisely that which it suspends ([@bib2]). [@bib9] discusses the plantation as "emblematic of the paradoxes of the state of exception" (p.74), and the colony as a "site in which sovereignty consists in exercising a power outside the law" (p.76). Moreover, the reproduction of racial colonial capitalism remains predicated upon continued acts of violence against certain people to whom the ordinary application of the rule of law or principles of justice are deemed inapplicable. So, despite all of the talk about these being unprecedented times, there is something very unexceptional about the state of exception -- it is, in effect, a very ordinary mechanism through which racial colonial capitalism operates. Effectively, the state of emergency shores up and shields existing relations of power and domination even as their normal operation is suspended in order to promise the return to the normal operation at a later moment in time.

However, in the course of suspending the normal operation of things, the normal operation itself is altered. The state of exception is required precisely because the normal operation of things can no longer sustain itself through its normal operation. As the virus threatens the operational logic of the racial colonial capitalist present, the lockdown measures are intended to stabilize these relations by both suspending *and* altering their normal operation. The uneven distribution of harms and violence along the lines of race, class, gender, and citizenship remains consistent even as the precise manner in which these structural inequalities are rationalized, administered, and reproduced must be periodically altered. New logics and technologies of governance must therefore emerge; new normalities must be formed. What begins as a state of exception can quickly become integrated into the familiar and routinized operation of state power, just as [@bib5]: 198) observed that quarantine measures enacted during the plague "gave rise to disciplinary projects" which thereafter became widely adopted by modern state institutions. Today, as efforts are already underway to introduce new instruments of biopolitical governance in response to COVID-19 (such as immunity passports, thermal cameras, geolocation devices, and contact tracing apps), it is clear that some see this current pandemic as an opportunity to ensure that forms of disciplinary power and bio-surveillance permeate even deeper into the management of bodies, households, populations, and the microbiome.

Yet, if this is indeed such a moment when the dominant logics of racial colonial capitalist power can only be consolidated and reproduced through their suspension and reformulation, then we must ask what opportunities this presents for those committed to affirming different relational logics altogether. What might a collective response to this virus look like were it not fundamentally structured by inherited political-economic logics that distribute harms, violence and risks of premature death so unevenly along racial, gendered, class, and citizenship lines? How might the racial colonial quarantine be disrupted by asserting counter-logics? Kelsey [@bib8] points to the example of Indigenous nations in North America disrupting the attempts of affluent settlers to flee the pandemic and seclude themselves in their rural holiday homes, thereby cashing in on their class and colonial privilege to shield themselves from the virus in ways that place nearby Indigenous communities at greater risk. By establishing checkpoints along roads entering into their territories, Indigenous nations protect their elders and knowledge-keepers by asserting forms of legal and political jurisdiction distinct from that of state sovereignty. As Leonard describes: "A decolonial construction through an Indigenous lens imagines borders as medicine lines -- living spaces constantly in flux that are not defined by their potential for violence but healing \[...\] The enactment of border check-points by Indigenous nations expands our understanding of Indigenous geographies not just as sites of resistance but as sites of love, compassion, reconciliation, and relationality" (p.3).

In this moment of suspension and reconfiguration, futurities that seemed near impossible not long ago are thrust into the realm of the immediately feasible and adjacent possible. The voices of those who have long demanded housing justice, police and prison abolition, universal basic income, or a Green New Deal, have not only been amplified during this pandemic, but have found supporters in unlikely quarters. As a result of generations of activists, visionaries, radicals, and community organizers who have demanded the reorganization of societies in accordance with logics counter to those of the racial colonial capitalist present (even when transformative structural and systemic change appeared to be completely off the table), such alternatives are now ready and waiting. In some cases, they are already enacted realities ([@bib3]). All of this serves as a reminder that transformative change does not necessarily unfold in a consistent, linear, or predictable fashion, but often proceeds in fits and starts before then seemingly cascading all at once in moments of creative destruction, sometimes triggered by unforeseen events. Whether or not the COVID-19 pandemic is one such moment, and the direction that this cascade will flow when it does, remains to be determined. Herein lies the political stakes of the present.
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